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PACS. 64.70 - Phase equilibria, p* transition%, and critical points. 
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Xbatraet. - We have investl~ated the rate of homogenroua nucleation in 11quid aHe.4He 
mlxturea ns a funct~on of the sped at which the system 16 quenched Into the mjscibillty flp 
below Ihc tncritical point. Rmsing the quench speed drldt (the denvativ? of the reduced 
temperature r wth respecl to t~me) leads to a pronounced increase of the numkr dens~ ty  N of 
thc droplets uhirh develop durmg the quench. ' r h ~  data sugwr;t a power law dependence 
N- (dr/dt)' "*" I. 

The phaqe separation of binary mixtuws IS a phenomenon which, due to  its impor& 
ance for material properties and technical applications, has been investigatpd for many 
decades [ IJ .  Yet t h ~  dynamics of the phase separation process i8 still incompletely 
understood [21. In the past the aim of most experiments was to locate the cloud Bne, 1.a. the 
border of metahtabilig in the miscibility gap of a supersaturated liquid mixture, where 
nucleation sets in on a laborably t ~ m e  scale. Experimental information about details of the 
nucleation p m e s s  itself, however, is rather sparse. This holds in particular for the 
dependence of the nucleation rate on the supersaturation of the &turn, which we address 
in this letter. 

One possible method to  investigate thk problem has been u ~ e d  by Siebert and Knw 
bler 1.31: the system is quenched 4nstantaneously~ to  a certain point in the miscibility gap, 
where it is kept for a &en amount of time, and the droplets that emerge dudng that period 
s re  counted &envards. Similar experiments were carried out by Kampmann and 
Wagner [dl, who invest~paterl the early stages o f  decomposition of solid alloys by small-angle 
neutron scattering (SANS). 

An alternative method, which also appears to be of practical importance, is to  vary the 
speed at which t h ~  system is quenched into the miscibility gap, and to measure the density 
o f  the n u c l ~ a k i n ~  rlroplets as a function of the quench speed. To our knowlpdge this 
technique i s  applipd here to simple liquids for the first time. 

Our  systpms are liqrjid 'He-'He mixtures, wliich dread? have been the subject of 
nucleation experiment-. F, ti]. B~lrt\v the tricrilicai point (temperature T, = 0.867 K and 'He 
concentratton X, = 0.G71 ut saturated vapaur pressure) these mixtures exhibit a miscibility 
gap. is ~hif ted to lower t~rnper,~tures as the  PI-es-pswiee is raised 171. This behaviour i s  
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shown in fig. 1, where all the notations used in the text are explained. The dependence of Tt 
on the  pressure enables one to quench the system by decompression, which allows one to 
reach much h i ~ h e r  effective quench speeds than for a temperature quench. Apart from other 
advantages, the high purity that can be easily achieved in liquid helium suppresses 
heterogeneous nucleation, an Important condition for the unequivacal observation of 
homogeneous nucleation effects. 

Fig. 1. - Coexlstenee curve of  liquid YHe-4He mixttlres forp, = 880 mbar and p = 570mbar. s,, T, andp, 
are the initial equilibrium r,alues of concentration, ternprrature and pressure. T is the actlial 
tcrnpenture, taking into account the ralac of temperature d u ~  to the adiabatic decompression. 

As mentioned in previous work [51 the cloud line for the aHe-4He system far away from 
the tricritieal point Is well described by the classical 3ecker-Doring theory [I], where the 
maximum supematuration depends only on the distance from the tricritical point. For 
reduced temperatures r = (Tt - TYT, less than ahout 0.03, however, the observed maximum 
supewturat ion is mom and more enhanced, w effect which is ascribed to critical slowng- 
down [8,91. All the quenches presented in the following started from an qu i l~bmum state at 
a pressure p,= $SO mbar on the superfluid branch of the coexistence curve 17 mR below 
T,(p,) ,  corresponding to .r = 0.02. 

Decompression of the mixture was initiated by opening a soIenoid valve between the 
sample cell capillary and a storage tank a t  room temperature. The quench speed, given by 
the pressure decay dpldt in the cell, could be adjusted by chanfing the initial pressuse 
difference between sample and storam tank, or by reducing the flow with an additional 
valve. The variation of the sample pressure was measured directly in the cell using an 
interfernmetric method [lo).  Thus, although the pressure drop and hence the  quench depth 
are  not varying linearly, but rather expunentially in time, the momentary quench specd 
cuuld be determined with an accuracy of 1U percent. Typ~cal values of dpldt  ranged from 600 
to YOMI mbarls. Using the knonn pres~urp dependence of the tricritical point, thls can also 
be expressed in t e r n s  of a quench In reduced temperature units and amounts to dddt 
between 2.10-'s and 3.10-Is. For calculating the superc~oling one has to take into account 
the slight temperature chance due to  the adiabatic decompression, which in the case of 
liquid ?He-'He raises the ternpenture. The total time for a quench WEIS typicdy on the order 
of one second. 

Thc decomposition pmess was monitored by measuring the optical transmissivity o f  the 
sampk using a focussed low-power laser beam 110-' W). Some results are shown in fig. 2, 
where the transmittcd intensity, normalized with respect to  the intensity I,, is platted vs. a 
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Fig. 2. - Intensity of a He-Ne lmr beam (>. = 6s nm) after transmission throu~h a aHe-4He sample 
undergoing phasc separation, normali7xd to the incident intenaty Io. The quench trpeeds arc 
a)  7MU mbarls, b) 13013 mbarls, c)  ~ m b a r l s  at thr onset of nucleation. The dashed line in c) repre- 
sents the tmnamic;nvity at a secund I~ght wavelength (A = 4Mnm) The sudden drop in intensity 
around dp= 154 mbar is due to the nuclemtion of dropIda at the .cloud point-. The arronra mark the 
h ~ p n n i n ~  of the range where local deeomposit~on IS p~sentially completed and the droplet number is 
evaluated lnec fig. 3). 

linear scale of the quench depth Ap =p, - p ( t )  for thw different quench speeds. The values 
for dplpldt, evaluated at the onset of nucleation, were 600, 1300, and 7000 rnbark, wspect- 
ively. Note that the time scales in this figure are nonlinear. As the cloud point is reached, 
the transmissivity drops due to  light scattered out of the primary beam by the nucleating 
droplets. 

Several stages can be distinguished: 

the metastable state, where the system is stable on the &=en time scale, and hence the 
laser beam is not attenuated; 

nueleation .and subsequent lomi decomposition by p w t h  of the droplets, which is a 
rapid process and gives nse to the steep decrease in the intensity; 

further slow gmwth  of the droplets formed in the second stage, because the pnes~ure 
continues to  drop and the system -slides down. dong the coexistence curve. 

The obsenred behaviour is in agreement with that found by others [5,6]. The final staffes 
of decompositian, namely droplet growth by coagulation and gravitationally induced 
growth, are slow and, thereforc, do not contribute on the time scale shown here. The step 
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signalling the cloud point occurs at nearly the same pressure Ap< for the various traces In 
fig. 2. The maximum supercoolinpl BT/AT= (T, - T)/tT, - T) calculated from Ape changes 
s l i~h t ly  from 0.25 to 0.B as the quench speed is increased by one order of magnitude, in 
qualitative agreement with ref. [61. (Here T., is the equilibrium temperature on the 
coexistence curve for the initial concentration; see fig. 1.) This dependence and the absolute 
values of GTIPT reflect the influence of critical slowing-down. (The classical Heckw-Donng 
theor?. yields a constant value BTIAT- 0.13.) 

In  contrast to the position of the step wh~ch shifts only by a h u t  t e n  percent, the height of 
the steps changes quite markedly with dpldt The data imply that the density of the 
nucleating droplets increases strongly :ly the quench speed is raised. This is shown by the 
following analysis of the transmithd light intensity I, which is @ven by the extinction 
formula 

Here 1, is the intensity of the incident fght ,  N is the number dens~ty of dropl~ts ,  1 is the 
length of the scattering volume and C,, is the total scattering cross-section of one droplet, in 
our approach considered as a nonabsorbing sphere of radius a. As long as the radius is small 
compared to  Chc light wavelength A, one has simple Rayleigh scattering where the 
dependence of the cross-section on the wave vector k = 2 d i .  and the droplet radius is 6 v e n  
by C,,,- k'aG. Scattenng becomes more complicated if the radius is comparable to  the light 
wavel~ngth. If the difference of the refractive indic~s n, and n, of the mnslde and the outnirle 
of the sphere is small, hourever, sa that the condition 2((%,!~)  - 11 ka << 1 hnnlds (as rs the case 
for the helium mixtures), the total crosssection should obey the Rayleigh-Gam formula [ L l ]  

In order to test whether Lhe Rayleigh or the Rayieigh-Gans limit apply in our caye we 
have measured the transm~ssivity Illo of the sample simultaneously at two different wavp 
vectors. For  this purpose two colllnear laser beams with wavelengths A, = 643 nm and 
A2 = 488nm probed the same region of the sample, and, after having pmsed the cell, were 
registered separately. We found that in the r epme  experimentally accessible to us 
(extinction>0.005~ the wave vector dependence was very well described hy eq. (2). 
Therefore, we have used the Rayleigh-Pans approximation for the further analysis. From 
the transmissivity data In f i g  2 the number density N of the droplets can, Lh~refore, be 
calculated uslng eqs. (1) and (2) together with the fact that the volume fraction of the 
minority phase, which is given by the relative dupersaturation &Ax is equal tn (47rB) Na7. 
I t  should he pointed out that multiple scattering, which in general severely hampers 
decomposition studies by light, is negligible here even for our large sample thickness o f1  cm 
becau~e  of the small difference h t w e e n  the refractive indices of the superflurd ('He-rich) 
and the normal ('He-rich) phase. 

The resulting densities are plotted in fig. 3. Two simplifications have been made here: 
1) instead of integrating over a distribution of droplet sizes we have used an effective 
a v e r w  droplet mlius a; ii) since tor the present purpose only data close to  the completion 
of the l m l  decrrmposit~on are consrdererl, we have taken for the concentrabons 'he values 
on the coex i s~nce  curve. The error introduced by the second appruximation has been 
estimated by a calculation of the stable droplet size according to Lifshits and Slyozov L121. 
which yields the mornentilry conr~ntratlons of the droplets arrd the backmund  phnse. From 
thrs model caEcuEation weconclurl~ that the actual coneentratiuns deviate only by 10 frum thr  
equilibrium values given by the coexistence curve. AS to the finite xidth Aa of t h ~  rlroplel 
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distribution function, an =timate for its influence on the signal was obtained by calcuIating 
the extinction for several distribut~ons o f  droplet radii. I t  waq found that this gives rise to  
only a slight shift of the calculated value of a, provided the dlstnbution is relatively n m w  
(Au < a) as is k n o w n  from other systems [13]. For the follow in^ both corrections mentioned 
above are not relevant, because they are nearly the same for the various quench speed$ and, 
therefore, drop out as long as only relative changes are considered. 

As the curves in fig. 3 indicate, the  droplet density remains essentially constant for 
Ap >200 mbw. At first dance this might be in contrad~dion with the data in fig. 2, where 
the transmitted intensity continuously decreases in this range. However, this drop in 
intensity is primarily due to a growth of the a v e r a s  droplet Mius as the system is drift in^ 
away from the tricritical point, and the volume fraction of the minority phase, therefore, 
increases. It is obvious that in the depicted range the process of coagulation, which 
eventually Ieads to  a decreaqe of the number o f  droplets, has not noticeably set in yet. Thus 
the droplet d ~ n s i t y  near completion of the local decomposition is a well-defined quantity in 
this exp~riment. According to fig. 3 the droplet density  grow^ by a factor of 40 as the quench 

speed is raised from 600 to 7OM mbar/s. More explicitly, the dependence between N and 
dr ld t  is shown in fig. 4, where in addition data from several other quenches are plotted. The 
straight 11ne s u g ~ e s t s  that the data can be repreeented by a power law N-(dddt)' wtO'. 
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Fig. 3. - Number density N of droplets vn. queneh depth Ap, calculated from eq. CS) for the three 
qucnchm shown In fiu. 2. For c) the nol~d llne wkra to a l~ght wavelength I,  =&Wnrn and the dashed 
hne to A = 488 nm. Note that the calculation for the two hghght wavelenR.ths in c) ylelda the same droplet 
densit~es, confirm in^ the val~d~ty of the Rayleigh-Gans appmxlmation. The corresponding droplet sizes 
at the beginning and the end of each representation we a) 2.2 m, 2.8 m; h)  5.3. lo-' m, 
6.1. .10-7m; c) 8 1. l V 7 m ,  10 1.10-'m. 

Fig. 4. - Number density A' of the droplets after tampletion of Id decomposition, plottd urr. the 
reduced quench rate t = drfddt at  the onset of nucleation. The straight line reprewnts a power law 
dependence A' - (rjL ". 
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A detailed theory for the droplet density developing during a continuous quench is 
presently not at hand ('1. Qualitatively, however, the observed increme of N with prowing 
quench speed can be understowl on the  basis of a simple argument. 

According to Langer and Schwartz [91 one e x ~ c t s  that for shallow q u e n c h e ~ m a l l  
supersaturation-de~,mp~ition happens as the result of two competing effects, nucleation 
and growth of dready existing droplets. Consider now an individual 'He-rich droplet in the 
supersaturated 'He-nch backmund pahse. As the droplet grows, the 'He concentration in 
the surrounding phase will be reduced, giving rise to a diffuse .halo. around the droplet 
with a smaller supersaturation and hence a reduced probability for the nucleation of further 
droplets in Wlis region. Since the 'He transport is governed by d i f fu~on ,  the diameter dH of 
this halo will vary a? tl', where t is the time after the formation of the droplet. If we for 
simplicity assume that outside the halo nucleation occurs at a rate determined by the 
original homogeneous supersaturation, and In the halo nucleation has dropped to zem, then 
the formation of new droplets will cease w-hen neighbourine hdos start to overlap. We 
compare now two quenches at different speed drldt under otherwise identical conditions. 
Then the characteristic time where the diffusion process can take place will be inversely 
proportional to d d d t ,  yielding smaller halos the faster the quench. Since at the end of the 
nucleation &age the average halo diameter should be roughly equal tu the average distance 
of the droplets, i.e. dH -rV-'S, and, on the other hwd,  d,, - t i t  - (dddt)-I", one expects 
h7- (drldtj'', which is surprisingly close to the experimental value. 

We have also tried a more quantitative h a t m e n t  by simulating the continuous quench 
by a sequence of stepwise quenches, calculating after e w h  time s tep the number of 
critical droplets formed at the given level of (average) supersaturation and growth of the 
already existing droplets. We have used a nucleat~on ra te  published by Langer and 
Schwartz[S] and calculated the droplet growth according to the Lif~hitzSlyozov growth 
law 1121. The relation A\: - (d~ldt j*  with y a. 1.5 and also the absolute densities of the  droplets 
could be reproduced wthin ten percent. These results will be presented in a 
separate paper. 

In  summary, our measurements have estabiished a relationship between the n u m b ~ r  of 
droplets evolving during a homogeneous nucleation process, and the speed at which the 
quench into the miscib~lity gap occurs. The obserration that a faster quench yields a l a r p r  
droplet density might have been expected intuitively, because for a faster quench droplets 
do not have as much time to  ripen, and hence the system will be forced somewhat deeper 
into the unstable reRime, with a correspondingIy larger nucleation rate. We hope that 
the data presented here will stimulate the  theoret~eal treatment 01 the  nucleation 
process under the conditions of a continuous quench, which for a number of practical 
purposes appears to be a more realistic approach than the usual assumption of an 
instantaneous quench. 

We gratefully acknowledge helpful discussions with K. BINDER and R. FEILE. A system 
of light guides, which enabled us to  use various external laser sources, was kindly supplied 
by Schott Glaswerke, Mainz. 

('1 Continuous quenches have already been considered by Rabln, Gitteman and Edrei I141 These 
authors concentrate on the early stages of nucleation when the nucleation rate approaches a steady- 
state value. In contrast, we ~n~csstigate the total number of droplets formed at the vely end of the 
nucleation process, *-here the nucleation rate has dropped to m o .  
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